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KEY POINTS 
 
1. Schools Network and Change (Roger Brady talking about  Helios - new software that will replace 

PMIS) 
a. Demographic  changes with significant population movement means a new approach 

needed to manage the network. 
b. Age of schools – NZ condition assessments have been done acrooss NZ so there is a 

general knowledge of the state of school property and the average age is at a tipping point in 
that 50+ year old buildings are reaching expected life. 

c. School Property reference Group set up to inform MOE - has principals from across NZ to 
give perspective on the issues that schools are facing and also to give feedback on 
suggested solutions. 

d. Helios – to have more information available, reduce double handling and paperwork. It is a 
software programme from UK, but has to be adapted to NZ. It will be trialled before it is 
rolled out. It won’t be sent out until it is working. (that sounds familiar). 

e. Preparation from schools is needed to check that the info on PMIS for your school is 
accurate, otherwise Helios will start with faulty platform. The Project Manager will be a key 
person for in-putting the on-going project  information. 

f. Helios is promising to be easy to navigate, hold CAD, plans, projects, etc. Info about school 
blocks and rooms and they can have photos so MOE and local school are talking about the 
same space. Lots of pre-loaded reports. MOE, school ledaers and Project Managers have 
access to the info. 

g. Property News will keep updates on the Helios project. Roger is prepared to talk to regional 
Principal Associations. 

2. Funding   (Peter Gray) 
a. 5YA-  Priority 1,2,3 come first and may take the whole allocation just on priority 1 
b. Condition Assessment – 2nd round required to look deeper into the items unseen eg utilities 

and infrastructure 
c. Weather tightness (Priority 2), SNUP, earthquake (P2), fitness for purpose - these will have 

to be prioritised in the 5YA 
d. Priority 2 items  may be contributed to by the school over 10 years and the $$$ amount  is 

based on percentage of entitlement area that needs to be remediated. 
e. Power and other similar interventions that the school may like to address eg solar need to 

show how it will pay for  itself (though the pay back period was not specified). 
f. Water is an essential infrastructure so 50 year old galvanised  pipes will need to be 

prioritised in the 5YA as they are beginning to clog up with corrosion and reduce water flow 
that is needed to operate the water-saving taps and drinking fountains. There is no particular 
source of MOE advice or guidance on that one though.  

g. Priority 3 items eg Modern Learning Environment is more difficult to make a case for and 
even harder for upgrading staffrooms (how does that value teachers ?) 

h. SPG - does allow for some non-classroom space for schools where there is roll growth. 
i. MOE is looking at national delivery of transportables (6500 old prefabs in NZ) to replace old 

ones - meaning MOE to manage purchase, distribution, roll growth and provision for special 
needs 

i. Teaching styles have changed so a new model  is needed 
ii. No new standard design available yet  but could use  international models 



iii. Looking now to a modular design for easy transport and able to be put together  
around an “active core” (p23) ie a pod of ‘transportables’. 

iv. 2597 new ones to be brought in, to replace 1897 ‘retired’ ones, and bury 500 in 10 
years 

v. Will involve a change in the roles of MOE, BOTs and the business sector  who will be 
held to account for effective products that last. 

j. National programme for earthquake resilience – mainly priority 2 and the rules are on the 
MOE website. If cost to remediate is more than 50% of  5YA, schools  may get additional 
funding under Unforseen or Budget plus 

k. Discretionary BOT funding has to be pre-approved by Financial Advisor (Ann Clark) 
where the BOT wishes to add some of their own savings  into the MOE owned property 
enhancement. Schools will need to get MOE approval  letter BEFORE the project is started 
and it must be minuted in BOT minutes for the Auditor (who will also require to see the MOE 
approval letter). If the project takes more than a year to get started then the approval will 
need to be sought again. This is because the MOE wishes to be certain schools have all the 
funding for the project and will not need to borrow. 

3. Reference designs 
a. Aim to develop a set of designs that schools can use or modify. To address issues with new 

and existing schools to meet MLE and fit for purpose classroom modernisation, without all 
having to reinvent the wheel. The MOE are looking at how they can provide advice, 
reference plans as a starting point that will advise  on-going costs (short and long term) and 
also speed up the process. 

b. There will be reference designs for certain old block plans, toilets (first one to be developed),  
c. The process for developing the design is to seek the questions from school that need to be 

considered (eg for toilets:  vandalism, bullying, privacy, urinals, unisex, accessibility after 
hours, number of accessible toilets needed, number for students ratio, turn off taps, hot 
water, driers, placement of basins, sensors, mirrors) 

4. School Property review – Beca - a report on a model for managing NZ school property that is 
efficient to own and easy to maintain. They visited some schools and gave a report to Government 
that systems improvement can bring efficiency without needing to change the organisational form. 
[After all the words spoken I didn’t feel any the wiser.] 

5. Earthquake Assessment - lessons from Christchurch have been learned. Strengthened buildings 
make a big difference and light timber framed buildings performed well. Part of the risk assessment 
involves GNS information. MOE looking for standardised solutions for similar-designed blocks. The 
MOE standard is focussed on saving lives rather than the building being useable after the event, 
because the additional cost is prohibitive. 

6. Building improvement programme - David Giffin 
a. Leaky buildings built or remodified since 1994 
b. Focus on remediation, prevention and recovery through legal action (currently 89 cases) 
c. Remediation – 831 blocks and 338 schools affected ($1.2 billion) 
d. Not all buildings tested yet – timeframe up to 2015 

7. Emergency Evacuations  (Peter Hallet, NZ Fire Service) - 77% of the schools did not comply with 
the regulations of the Fire Service. It may be that the schools have been doing the evacuation drills 
but not maintaining the Fire Service records or updating their schemes to acknowledge new or 
changed buildings. There is a prescribed form that needs to be approved by the Fire Service- 
www.fire.org.nz   (apparently 25 pages long!)  Schools not all good at maintaining exit routes. Once 
the scheme is approved then the 6-monthly checks/drills and notification on proper form “Trial 
Evacuation Report” to Fire Service which notes: date, time, number of people evacuated, length it 
takes, and how it went (any issues). It is not all on-line at this stage. 

http://www.fire.org.nz/

